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                               Summary

    This paper presents an analysis of the traveling-wave parametric amplifier

in which the signal, the first upper and lower sidebands around the fundamen-

tal pump frequency and the second lower sideband around the second pump

harmonic are coupled together. The dervation of the equations was based on

the usual traveling-wave parametric amplifier model of Tien and Suhl. The

theoritical results are much closer to the measurenients than were the results

of the work presented by previous workers.

                            1. Introduction

    A great deal of attention currently is being given to increasing the band-

width capabilities of parametric amplifiers using ferromagnetic materials, junc-

tion diodes and space-charge waves by application of traveling-wave circuit

techniques. In many respects, this situation is reminiscent of the evolution of

broad band traveling-wave tubes from Klystron arnplifiers employing resonant

cavities. The analysesi'5) of the traveling-wave parametric amplifier were pre-

viously investigated using a model in which coupling between only the first

lower sideband and the signal was considered. However, the basic principles

of parametrl'c operation generate many sidebands at different frequencies. T.

Makimoto6) explains a brief effect of including multi-frequency coupling on the
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amplification. J. S. Cook and W. H. Louisell') show tlrLe qualltative effect on the

performance. S. Saito8) investigated numerical calculations of the effect of the

higher harmonic component$ on the amplification and noise figure of the

longitudinal-beam type of parametric amplifier after some modifications of Haus'

formula, but the result is restricted to the case where the signal approxi:nately

equals the first lower sideband. H. Sobo19) presented an analysis of the longi-

tudinal-beam parametric amplifier in which coupling is allowed between the

signal, the lower and upper sidebands around the fundamental pump frequency,

but his calculations are for the degenerate case in which the signal equals the

lower sideband, and he did not analyse the noise figure. In the designing of

slow wave circuits or loaded transmission lines, it is important that the effect

of including higher idler components on the power gain and the noise fignre

be given by a general formula. Then it may be shown that deterioration of

the performance can easily be given after some modificationsiO-i2) of Tien's

analysis.

                              Z. Analysis

    The analysis in which more idler frequencies are taken into aceount is

given under the following assumptions :,

    1) The 'signal (to,) and all its higher harmonics (to,, to,･-･) are so small

that the small signal theory can be applied.

    2) The pumping wave (tu) with a propagation constant, P, has a power

level substantially larger than that of the signal and its harmonics, and is so

small that the second order coupling between the signal and the pumping waves

can be neglected.

    3) The signal (te,), the first lower sideband wave or idler (to,), the first

upper sideband wave (to,), and the second lower sideband wave (te4) are carried

by four propagating circuits. The relation of these frequencies is shown in

Fig. 1. l

t
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             Fig. 1. Re]ation of pump, signal and idler frequencies,
                     The frequencies satisfy a) == aJiL}-co2, a) =: a)3-coi

                     and an=2to-dii.

    4) Four waves are coupled through a distributed inductance

        Lc.,t)=L(.,t)ejCet+L(*...,t)e"j'`ot:L[e)'(ctit-Px)+euo"(wt"pz)] (1)

Here )l< denotes the complex conjugate, t is time and x is distance.
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    A variable reacter such as the one shown in equation (1), may be obtained

by feeding a pumping wave to a nonlinear medium in such a way that the
equivalent permeability or dielectric of the medium varies with the intensity of

the pumping field. The medium may be a ferrite sample, an electron beam

or a series of junction diodes. The pumping wave may be supported by
a separate propagation structure or by one of the circuits which carry the toi,

to2, tu3 and to4 waves.

    5) The phase and group velocities of all waves face the same direction.

    6) The conditions on the phases are

        P2-P-B,, P,--P+P,, P,-2P--P,,

where Pi, P2, P3 and P4 are the phase constants of ca,, tu2, to, and to,, respectively.

    7) The transmission loss is small and may be neglected. -

    8) After dividing the propagating circuit into small sections, each section

of the circuit is represented by a filter type network as shown in Fig. 2.

-die ts -
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JB4 54
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    If
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JB.

                      'L                            --
                        (z,V -
                              JB,

       Fig. 2.
              circuit with higher

 the i circuit has a series

constant and the charactristic

  P,-(.X}B,)i!2, Zh,-

 "VLc.,t) and kc.,t) are the voltage

equations for line are as follows

   Olg5Ez･`' === -j'x,Lc.,t) - 8, f

   OL(.,t)
     Oz =H7'Bi"Vl(x,t)

  .O:tr･t' .= -jx,ji}(.,t) ' 8t f

i)C2

.' B2

--
----

2' B,

JX,

An equivalent circuit of a traveling-wave parametric

              idlerfrequeneies'. '

         reactance J'XL and

             impedance of

        (XilBi)1!2, i=1,

                and current

               ;
                   '
            IL(x,t)[4(x,t) + L(z,t) + L(x,t)]f

            (L(z,t)[L(x,t)+4(x,t)+L(z･t)]I

"----

 a shunt susceptance .iB, the

the propagating circuit are,

2,3,4. (2)
  of the i circuit, the differ-

         l

         )
                  (3)
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         OI>(.,,)
          ez == -7'B2I7>(x,t)

        Olgiitx･t)- = -J-xbk.,,) - -ijltl- (L(.,,,[L,.,,, + .l}(.,,) + L(.,,)]]･

         OI5(.,t)
          o2'mm = HTB3Vli(x,t)

        OVI(x,t)        L oz ==]HjXIL(z,t)-8t(L(x,t)[L(z,t)+4(x,t)+4(z,t)])

         0L(.,,)
          oz =Hrs4Vl<x,t)

                                                    '
Combination of the first equation with the second, the third with the fourth

and the fifth with the sixth yields

        fior2:(Loz(:'`) == HXiBiL(z,t)+JLBi-8t I'L(x,t)[4(z,t)+L(x,t)+L(x,t)]]

        028S;'`' = -xB,4,.,,) +rs2 8t (L(.lt)[L(nt,t) + A(z,t) + 14(z,t)]]

                                                             (4)
         02gs;it) = imxB,k.,,,+7'B,2t (L(.,,)[L(.,,)+4(.,t)+L(x,t)]]

        025S:'`' - -xB4L(.,t) +rs4 8t (L(z,t)[Ii(z,t) + 4(x,t) + 4(x,t)]]

                                   '
    These are familiar equations except for the coupling terms.                                                            We shall
assume the coupling terms to be small, compared with the other terms in the

equations so that caiculation can be made by the perturbation method. We

should point out that equation (4) is derived by assuming 4(.,t) to be in the

form Ai(.) exp j'toit, if L(.,,)=A,"･c.) exp (-j'tut) the sign of the coupling term

in equation (4) is reversed. In the following assumptions, let the conditions

on the phase constants and frequencies be

    1 w2=w-tut) to3z(v+ev1, to4=2w-to1, (5)

        P2="P-Pi, P3--P+Pi, P,-2P-P,. (6)
    The complete solution of equation (4) must be the sum'of coupled pairs.

Here for simplification, we shall analyse the next pair only. Put

                        L(.,t) rm- Ai(.) ee'((elitnpiz)

                        I2*(z,t) = A2*(x) e'n j'(w2tnp2z)

                        4(g,t) == A3(.) eo'(.y3tuP3x)

                            '                        14*(z,t)'== Ai(.) e-VCw4t-p4x)
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    From the following lines of approach similar

of Tien and Suhl`), we obtain a set of equations

         6Ai(x, ･1tuiBiL
          6z =i]']r2T' p, [A;cx)+A3(.)]

         OA2"(.) -.1 to2B2L
                           [Ai(x) + A4"(x)]          Oz ne12 P,

        0A3(z> ･1to3B3L
          o. ==-jr27 p, Ai(x)

                            '         a{.l.E*Lcz) ..j.g ev47,4L A,*,.,

    It can easily be shown that equation (7)

relationship, as shown in Appendix. Equation (7)

        O`Ai(.) L2        Lb2"li-'+"T4T(£i:ll, + zto6,2Z:, T zto6`,Zi,

                 L4 to1to2tu3W4
              + T6r Z6,Zb,Zb,zh, At<x) ==O

     '
    For understanding the effect of higher

       '4,a, - a,4, -- a,a2

where Zbi, Z62, Z63 and Zh4 are the characteristic

w4, respectively. Thus equation (8) can be '

        O`2.',(x)+tg:(3n2-3n+2)02es..(x' .

                             '         ･1              + 16 eZ (lvn2) (2-n)nA,,., = o.

where tu2L2/Z6,Z6,=6:, ca,lw==n, O.5ll7z>O. Then

           '        Ai<.) =, aie6ieox + bie62eox + cie63eoz + diefi4eox

6 can be determined from equation (12),

             1 '1        6`+ 4 (3n2-3n+2)52+ 16

In equation (11), a,, b,, c, and d, are arbitrary

equation (12), let

                              6=x+jy

    From equation (11), we see that, if x>O, the

Amplifier Theory

to those described in the

(7)

 439

text

       satisfies the Manley-Rowe power

           may be reduced in the form

         ).62f.iiX'

                            (8)

     harmonics, it is assumed that

                            (9)

          impedances of toi, ca2, to3 and

     wrltten as

       '             '

                            (10)

                          '
           the solution of equation (10)

                    '                         '
             ･ (11)

                            '
(1-n2)(2-n)n==O (12)

           constants. In dealing with

                            (13)

           wave increases as it travels,
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             Fig. 3. The x's and y/s for.waves versys the ratio-of
                     the signal frequency to the fundamental pump
                     frequency, Here the four waves vary with
                     distance as exp (-j'B+ege)z where a= :+j'y.

and if x<O, the wave decreases as it travels, and y means the difference of

phase constant after coupling. Curves of 6 are shown in Fig. 3. Increasing

waves are found for O.51n>O.303. Maximum x occurs under the degenerated
case in which n =O.5. This coinsides with the resuits by Saito8) and Sobo19).

For n<O.303, it is noted that all the coupled waves are neither growing nor

attenuatlng.

    Finally from equations (7) and (11) the following equations may be led

        Il(.,t) = ej'(Wit-PiX) (aieijiEoX + bieHbiEoX + ciee-3eDx + dle7fi3eez)

        1;?x,t) = e2j"(m2t"P2Z) [M2(ale"leoXH ble-"ieox) + M(cle03eoz- dlem03eox)]

                                                                  (14)
        4(.,t)=ej"(-3trP3z)[M3(aie6SoX-bie-6igex)+ATk(ciej3eoz-aenti3eoz)]

        q.,t) = e-j(to4tnP4Z) [M4(aleijieoX + ble-fiigoX) + A]L(cle63ee2 + dle-63eox)]

where

M, -- (,Ig,

ATL -(Sg,

   6,.e,

r r,

  6,e,

- r,

In the following case

    Jl(o,t) == aej(wit+e),

For O.521n>O.303,

) M,=:-r,16,e,. M,==:(6Z.:- ri,)r4

) A]k=-r,/6,e,. N=(bkg ----lm)r4

        j' to,B,L
    r, ==
        2 P,

.zi?,,,) = L,(,,,) = q,,,) == o.

equation (14) becomes

(15)

(16)
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    L(.,,) = ed(mitLPiz+e) Mi Ha ]2cT, [M,* cosh (6E,z)-M, cgsh(6,*6,z)]

    Ift.,,) = e-j'(fv2trmBz2-'e) M,. -" im. [A4A4;k sinh(6,6,z) + Msk Mk sinh(6,"e,z)]

                                                                  (17)
    4(.,,) = ed(ev3t"P3x"O) M,, pta M, [A4Any sinh (6,e,z) + M3"M, sinh (6,"G,x)]

    it.,,) = e"uj'(ca4`-p4x-e)a -M'2i.{`-Mth, [cosh (6,6,z) - cosh (6ree2)]

        M-=A4}, Nl,-MSk, A]1-::sw. (18)
    The amplitudes of L(.,,), I;2.,,), 4(.,,) and 12?.,,) are plotted in Fig. 4, which

should be compared with coupling only between the signal and its lower

                            "- !

                         -l/ ' x/                        tz x                    ..- !              .t . nx   t.A"-'-- .- ','-vrnR''../2"
    -N -- 'EE..---7            .7 i. x               '                    '-                                               -           -

        -.･'t ."          t tt                     '                               '                  '                              ly                             Z-                           --- x-
  ""k.a -....f',Z/.i...･,t.tk . ..t'
    '-C-.:-' ..- ktttts..-･･.,-,,..-
             tl "H /'.v(            t         t i.

                -･ -                  zz              Fig. 4. The amplitudes of the tui, tu2, to3 and to4 waves

                      plotted along the direction of propagation.

sideband. It is noted that these forms resemble amplitude-modulated

waves and the ampiitude of lk?.,t) is zero at yigo2=O,T,2T,･･･.

    For n<O.303, we have

    L(.,,) = ej(cvitmt9im+e) A]kgM, [N cos (y,e,z)-M, cos (y,6,z)]

    q,,,) == e-j((e2t-B2z-e) N]pm'aM, [M,A]1 sin (y,8,z)-M,N sin (y,e,2)]

lncreaslng

(19)

e.
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    k.,,) == ej((o3tnfi3z+e) MjiaM, [M,N sin (y,6,z)-M,ATk sin (y,e,z)] '.

    k?.,,) = eTj((e`tmfi,x-e) .zvMl･ilt/IX2, [cos (zt,eo2) - cos ('zx3'ee2)]

        '

                            3. Power Gain

    It is assumed that a signal is applied at frequency tu,. From equation (17)

it follows that the average power transmitted down the line exponentially

increases and that gains can be achieved. The power gain in decibels in

a length s is given by

                      gain (db) = 20 iog (cosh xieos).

    If the amplifier is long enough so that x,eos>1, the gain can be expressed

approximately as

        gain (db)#8.68 xE,s-6 db (20)
so that the maximum gain occurs when n=O.5. Here the second term, -6,
is a loss relating power associated with the growing wave to the total applied

signal. The power gain in various conditions described above is plotted in

Fig. 5. The curve (a) of Fig. 5 shows the gain when the signal, the idler,

the first upper sideband and the second lower sideband are coupled together.

For coupling only between the signal and the idler, the power gain is given

                                                                '
                          × %s
                      2-
                                     b
                    . 2.o
                    re
                    <S n6
                    +
                    st n2                    ,- a                    as
                    tr qg

                      a4

                              tt                      o･- ･                        a2,q3 a4 as
                                 n -d aij/w

            Flg. S. Power gain of a traveling-wave parametric amplifier

                   versL.is the ratio n=:toildi, a) tui, tu2, tua and to4 w4ves,

                   are' coupled together; b> coupling only between toi
                   and tu2. At n=:O,5, the effect of including the multi-

                 , frequency coupJing is to reduce the gain to one half

                   the db value predicted by earlier wQrks,
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by the curves (b) of Fig. 5, as shown by Tien3). From the calculations de-

scribed above, the effect of including the multi-frequency coupling is to reduce

the gain to one half the db value predicted in earlier analyses. These theoritical

analyses are much closer to the measurements than were the resuits of the

earlier workerstes).

                                          '                                                    '                            4. NoiseFigure .,,'
                                                       '                                                     '    The primary advantage of parametric amplifiers is their extrerr}ely low

noise capabilities. A discussion of the noise figure of including the multi-

frequency coupling will now be presented.

    It is assumed that the input is connected to a matched signal source at

7'1=2900K at frequency toi. Further assume that at to2, w3 and to4, the input

ends are matched passive impedances at temperature 7' >, 7'U and 71, respectively,

and the output ends are matched to a load at temperature Z. This is shown

                  T?
                  E4
                  ng 4
                 mp 4
            F'ig. 6. Schematic representation of four channels for noise

                    and signal in a traveling-wave parametric amplifier.
                    The lnput of tui, tu2, tu3 and to4 channels are in

                    matched impedances at respective temperature Ti,
                    T2, T3 and T4, and the outputs of their channels are

                    terminated in matched impedances at temperature Ts.

schematically in Fig. 6. The pumping wave, signal, idler, the first upper and

the second lower sidebands satisfy equations (5) and (6), so that the noise

inputs, kTIB, k7LB, k7kB and feCTIB of to,, tu,, to, and to, circuits, respectively,

give a noise output

        kT,B+ :ik7LB(G-1)+ ･:ik77kB(G-1)+ :ik7'UB(G-1) (21)

at 2==s of the circuit, where y,6,s}Fnrr, (n=1,2,3,･-･). If y,e,s=nrr, the

fourth term becomes zero. .
                                                                       '    If a signal, Si.(.,), is introduced at to, only, then from the definition of

chaptretlds

Co"p/iwt2regleva

s

Cha?trtefWz

chan"eltu3

7/////zzAlz
channelW4
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gain,-aut(.,)=G･Sfn(.,) and equation (21), the noise figure, E is

        i"='.i.:i iii G.-i..:i ;it'G.--i.:l ;l G.--i '(,,)

                                '                                      t.    IfG>1,equation(22)becomes ' .
        F!,i+ :i;･lli-+ :ii;-li+:iZi (23)

    When T,=7L== CIk=71, the noise figure is

                 n7zn ･        F=1+ 1-n + 1+n + 2-n                                                             (24)

                                        '
    Now, car===to2, it is seen that the noise figure is 4.3 db, which is larger

than that of the coupling oniy between the signal and idler by 1.3 db. This

relation is shown in Fig. 7. The curve (a) of Fig. 7 gives the noise figure

                       5
                            '                    Q                    fo- a
                    X' 3

                   ur
                    .2 b
                    .h                   {i

                      o                       a2 a3 a4 aS
                                n= ae/w
                             tt
            Fig. 7. Noise figure versus the ratio n=diiltu, a) wi, toi, w3
                   and tu4 waves are coLipled together; b) coupling only

                   between toi and w2. At n=Q.5, the effect of higher
                   idler frequencies is to increase the noise figure to

                   4,3 db.

when four waves are coupled together. In the case of coupling only between

Q)i and Q)2 the noise figure is shown by the curve (b) of Fig. 7, as given in

Tien3). From calculations described above, the effect of including the multi-

frequency is to increase the noise figure. This result agrees with the noise

figure of the longitudinal-beam type computed by SaitoS', also.

                           5. Conclusions

    An analysis in which the signal, the first upper sideband, the first lower

sideband and the second loWer sideband were coupled together was presented.
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The calculations in this paper yielded the following interesting results:

1) The deterioration of the performance, e. g. the amplification and the

    noise figure, was given in a general form. The dervation of the

    analysis was based on the usual model of traveling-wave parametric

    amplifier given by Tien and Suhl.

2) The effect of including the multi-frequency was to reduce the gain to

    one half the db value predicted by earlier analyses and to increase

    the noise figure to 4.3 db.

3) The theoritical results were much closer to the measurements than

    were the results of the earlier workers.
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                              Appendix
                        '
    The Manley-Rowe relation under small. signal and weak coupling conditions

are
                       2Z} (.;-.. ."i'b2""i.,) cl2: =o

Or
 .,l.ii".m.,ilI,,,(a.,t'"'e+a.*,tt'b)clfi=o (A-1)

where a. is the normal amplitude and clz is length. The relation between the

mode amplitude, a. and Ai(., of equation (7) is

                            a. == Ai(.)VZbi (A-2)

    Here Zhi is the characteristic impedance of w, wave. The signal (i=1),

the idler (i=2), the first upper sideband (i=3), and the second lower sideband

(i=4) correspond to m=O, nz=-1, m=+1 and m==-2, respectively. Then
equation (7) becomes

              Oo".o =-,'-> toi7,iL v/zllb}I,- (a!,VZ53+aiVZun6,)

        '' Oo";i-7'-5to2S,2Lv/zllb21,(a,VZ-6,+af2V2T) (A-3)

              O,as--j-Etu3.7,3L;/li:;a, ,

             Ooa.iE2 ...i 2i `i'`Sl,`L 7/ Zi ai"

    The equation (A-3) and its conjugate satisfy equation (A-1). Thus it was

shown that equation (7) satisfies the Manley-Rowe power relationship.
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